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To Whom It May Concern:  

 

Mr. Velizar Popov, since January 2019 appointed as the 
MFF U23 National Team Coach at Myanmar Football 
Federation and now preparing the new generation U23s for 
the Sea Games 2021 after a very successful Sea Games 
2019 in the Philippines rewarded with a bronze medal behind 
finalists Vietnam and Indonesia.  

When I internationally advertised the job vacancy at MFF, 
Mr. Velizar Popov was amongst a 100 of candidates the 
one, who impressed in his overall knowledge of international 
football and the latest tendencies. He showed a very 
professional way of approaching players as a coach. Having 
experienced in Asia different professional environments, he 
understands well how cultures can have impact on player 
and team performances and what’s the best way to lead 
them.  



His football approach is ingrained by a very positive playing 
philosophy, wherein possession of the ball is critical to play a 
good brand of football and to be successful.  

Further I experienced that his way of acting is meticulous 
and consistent, which impacted the U23 Myanmar National 
Team performances very positively and guaranteed progress 
in every game. Important underlying factors for his 
achievements are his good eye for potential talented players, 
his game-analysis and his quality to transfer to effective 
practical sessions, which made the players easy to 
understand the objectives and applying the playing 
principles.  

Finally on the basis of the success was a clear strategy plan, 
taking in account all factors and good corporation with his 
coaching staff. Aiming the highest professional approach, he 
understood in the same time the limits of the MFF and 
always managed this in a positive way.  

I appreciated Velizar’s open and also positive critical 
mindset, which was always looking for improvement as a 
coach, and looking further than only the result.  

I can profoundly recommend Mr. Velizar Popov as a 
professional coach for professional Senior Club Teams, 
Senior and U23 National Teams.  

 

Sincere regards,  

Eric Abrams  

 


